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About Marketing6pack
The huge bene ts of marketing used to be only for the success of big companies. Our mission is to give this same to
individual entrepreneurs and small business owners. Your company can be successful and grow continuously if you do
marketing, and do it right.
And we want to help you succeed and grow:

Create a Marketing Funnel from planning to execution
Set up your Autoresponder campaign in a weekend
And more

Introduction
With more than a billion active users , YouTube is not just a place to post or look for funny videos and pranks anymore.
YouTube is the second largest search engine after Google , and where a lot of people go to look for product demos,
rst-use experiences, and “how-to” videos. YouTube is a serious and powerful marketing platform that can provide
your brand with the ability to promote a wide variety of products, in a visual way.
YouTube is a very effective marketing tool that can generate a high level of conversions. To make it work, you always
have to provide a coupon link to your course; I will tell you where and how.
Admittedly, YouTube may seem a bit overwhelming at rst, but the platform makes it very easy to share and digest
content. Your audience wants to learn, get a sample of your course, and engage with your brand through video.
As a starting point, it’s important to choose keywords that are relevant to people who are looking for new
information, and to provide video content that educates based on those keywords.
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Title
Just like with on-page SEO, it’s important to optimize your video’s title. The title is the rst thing people will read when
scrolling through a list of videos, so make sure it’s clear and compelling – it should awaken curiosity, or be instantly
clear that your video will help them solve a problem. Keep titles to no more than about 60 characters long to keep text
from being cut off in the results pages.

Description
YouTube will only show the rst two to three lines (about 100 characters) of your video’s description; viewers will
need to click “show more” to see the rest. Be sure to include any important links or CTAs in the beginning of your
description. Below this, you can include the video transcript which is full of keywords.

Tags
Using tags is a way to associate your video with similar videos, and boost its reach. When tagging videos, tag your most
important keywords rst, and try to include a good mix of more common keywords and long-tail keywords.

Category
After you upload a video, YouTube will allow you to choose a video category under “Advanced settings.” Video
categories are another tool to help you group your video with related content on the platform.
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Playlists
Are you creating videos around a few speci c topics? Create playlists! Playlists allow you to link videos together from
not only your channel, but other channels, as well. Playlists help to organize your channel and encourage viewers to
continue watching similar content.

YouTube Analytics
Determine Your Goal
You can’t measure your success without setting up your goals. You’ve lmed, edited, uploaded, and optimized your
video, so you clearly have a goal to accomplish.
Goals might be to increase brand awareness or views, boost subscribers, clicks, or inbound links, raise the number of
social shares, and maybe sometimes to make a sale. Video is a great way to humanize your brand by showing product
tutorials, sharing customer reviews, and introducing employees and customers. It also allows you to build credibility
by publishing interesting content that helps the viewer.

Watch Time and Audience Retention
Pay attention to how many minutes your audience has spent viewing your content on your channel both as a whole,
and by video. This helps you see what pieces of content actually catch viewers’ interest and what they are consuming.
A video with a higher watch time is more likely to rank higher in results.

Traf c Sources
The traf c sources report shows how viewers are nding your content online. From this data, you can decide which
marketing channels bring the most viewers to your videos. For example, you can see if viewers are nding your
content through YouTube search, through your website, or through outside search engines.

Demographics
The demographics report helps you research your audience by age and gender. You can then break down age groups
and genders by other criteria like geography. This data will help you set up targeted visitors in your ads, as well as to
change your videos or subject matter, based on their needs.

Engagement Reports
Engagement reports help you learn what content is resonating with your audience. You can see what viewers are
clicking on, sharing, commenting, and promoting.
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Next steps

What's next?
If you liked this information, and you need more, I have an invitation for you:
We have an elite membership site, the VIP Club, where we are working on
YOUR marketing, to grow your business and get you the success you
deserve.
What will you get?
- Weekly marketing videos, with a marketing topic or strategy every week
- Monthly, live, interactive marketing consultation calls where you can get
answer for your most important marketing question
- Access to a video course library with all the tools you need for your
marketing
- Weekly "What's working now in marketing" resources
- AND MORE
Join the VIP Club today for free
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